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an Indian Hindi film released in.Is Valve the new company's DLC? Judging by recent
activity on the Steam forums, gamers would seem to think so. While the company is
known for frequent updates to the popular PC gaming platform, Steam user comments
seem to indicate a change of tone in recent weeks. The constant stream of updates and
patches that can be seen on Steam every day are often qualified as "Valve quality," but in
recent weeks, Steam users have started referring to the service as "Valve DLC." "How
long will it be before Valve does something that really goes 'Wow, this is awesome!' and
we realize they're doing it on purpose?" wrote recent forum user "Scritg0" in reaction to
the Steam Beta release. "Valve is no longer just a service provider; they're becoming a
studio with a hand in game design. They're optimizing their own games and (hopefully)
getting better at doing it." Like the title of its forthcoming Metro-themed action game, the
company behind Steam's success is changing too. Last year, Valve co-founder Gabe
Newell said, "We can't compete with the consoles because we're not selling hardware."
Rather than compete with Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3, the company turned its attention
to "free-to-play games and services," and also launched a program called Steam
Greenlight to accept and distribute independent game creation tools. The upshot? Valve
has decided that it's time to focus more on making games than delivering a great service.
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